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ABSTRACT

Context. Over recent decades, astronomy has entered the era of massive data and real-time surveys. This is improving the study of
transient objects – although they still contain some of the most poorly understood phenomena in astrophysics, as it is inherently more
difficult to obtain data to constrain the proposed models.
Aims. In order to help detect these objects in their brightest state and build synergies with multi-wavelength real-time surveys, we
have built a quasi-real time automatic transient detection system for the XMM-Newton pipeline: the Search for Transient Objects in
New detections using Known Sources (STONKS) pipeline.
Methods. STONKS detects long-term X-ray transient events by automatically comparing new XMM-Newton detections to any avail-
able archival X-ray data at this position, sending out an alert if the variability between observations (defined as the ratio between the
maximum flux and the minimum flux or upper limit) is over 5. This required an initial careful cross-correlation and flux calibration
of various X-ray catalogs from different observatories (XMM-Newton, Chandra, Swift, ROSAT, and eROSITA). A Bayesian frame-
work was put into place to solve any ambiguous associations. We also systematically computed the XMM-Newton upper limits at the
position of any X-ray source covered by the XMM-Newton observational footprint, even without any XMM-Newton counterpart. The
behavior of STONKS was then tested on all 483 observations performed with imaging mode in 2021.
Results. Over the 2021 testing run, STONKS provided a daily alert rate of 0.7+0.7

−0.5 alerts per day, about 80% of them corresponding
to serendipitous sources. Among the detected variable serendipitous sources, there are: several highly variable active galactic nuclei
(AGNs) and flaring stars, as well as new X-ray binary and ultra-luminous X-ray source candidates, some of which are present here.
STONKS also detected targeted tidal disruption events, ensuring its ability to detect other serendipitous events. As a byproduct of our
method, the archival multi-instrument catalog contains about one million X-ray sources, with 15% of them involving several catalogs
and 60% of them having XMM-Newton (pointed or slew) upper limits.
Conclusions. STONKS demonstrates a great potential for revealing future serendipitous transient X-ray sources, providing the com-
munity with the ability to follow-up on these objects a few days after their detection with the goal of obtaining a better understanding
of their nature. The underlying multi-instrument archival X-ray catalog will be made available to the community and kept up to date
with future X-ray data releases.

Key words. Astronomical data bases – Catalogs – Methods: observational, statistical – X-rays: general

1. Introduction

The last few decades in the field of astronomy have witnessed
a marked evolution in observational methods. More and more
missions have turned toward time-domain astronomy, with large
frameworks aimed at performing rapid follow-ups on transient
events: among them, Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF; Bellm
2014), SVOM mision (Atteia et al. 2022), Vera C. Rubin Ob-
servatory (Ivezić et al. 2019), and others. These missions often
make use of extremely large fields of view and high return rates

⋆ The multi-mission X-ray catalog is available in electronic form at
the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/

aimed at achieving the greatest chance for detecting a transient
event.

Because of the scarcity of X-ray photons and the need to
be above the atmosphere to detect them, such all-sky monitor-
ings have been significantly more difficult to implement in X-
rays than in lower energies. Most of the current X-ray telescopes
(with the exception of eROSITA and the upcoming Einstein
Probe) instead perform observations of chosen targets, placed
at the center of a relatively limited field of view of a few dozen
square arcminutes, with typical exposure times ranging from a
few to a few hundreds of kiloseconds. Within this field of view,
a number of sources will be detected that are not the target and
immediate subject of the observation; these detections are re-
ferred to as "serendipitous" (typically ∼75 per observation for
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XMM-Newton, e.g., Webb et al. 2020). For most X-ray observa-
tories, a significant effort has been put into detecting, filtering,
and archiving these serendipitous sources, for which the various
properties are generally summarized in the form of a catalog of
detections (more details in Section 2.1.1).

The available X-ray catalogs contain hundreds of thousands
of detections that cover many regions of interest over several
decades. Systematically exploiting them is one of the current
challenges of modern X-ray astronomy. One way to make use
of these catalogs is to perform a classification of the sources, ei-
ther by association with other catalogs (for instance Pineau et al.
2011) or by using more advanced probabilistic techniques (for
instance Tranin et al. 2022). Once the sources are classified, it
is possible to focus on a specific type of sources and thus pro-
vide an X-ray-selected population study of these objects (e.g.,
Vagnetti et al. (2011) for AGNs, Song et al. (2020) or Gúrpide
et al. (2021) for ultraluminous X-ray sources, or Freund et al.
(2022) for stars).

As it gives us access to more energetic events that are often
intrinsically variable, the X-ray sky is even richer in transient
events than the optical sky (e.g., Li et al. 2022). In the following
paragraphs, we mention some instances of these sources and jus-
tify the interest of increasing their respective available samples.

Tidal disruption events (TDEs; e.g., Gezari 2021) correspond
to the disruption of a star passing within the tidal radius of a
black hole due to the strength of the tidal forces; this disruption
can be either complete or only partial. The typical expected be-
havior is a sudden rise in the emission of the black hole, well de-
scribed by a thermal continuum, followed by a slow decay over
a few years, consistent more or less with a t−5/3 power-law decay
(Rees 1988), or t−9/4 for partial TDEs (e.g., Coughlin & Nixon
2019). Surveys such as the ZTF (Bellm 2014) or the All Sky
Automated Survey for SuperNovae (ASAS-SN; Kochanek et al.
2017) have allowed for the detection of dozens of optical TDEs
(e.g., Hammerstein et al. 2022), while X-ray detected TDEs re-
main rare (e.g., Saxton et al. 2021). A comprehensive list of all
TDE candidates can be found in the Open TDE catalog1. A large
delay between the X-ray and optical counterpart of a TDE, as
seen in ATLAS17jrp (Wang et al. 2022b), could explain the ob-
servational discrepancies (as any X-ray follow-up might be too
early to catch the delayed X-ray counterpart to the initial opti-
cal event). Many questions remain unanswered about the precise
emission mechanisms and the multi-wavelength counterparts of
these events (Saxton et al. 2018). Two main points of interest
about TDEs could justify the efforts of trying to find new candi-
dates. The first advantage of TDEs is in the case of wandering
IMBHs; outside of the massive flare due to the disruption of the
star or a lucky lensing event, these black holes are practically
undetectable. Observing TDEs in such environments is thus one
of the preferred strategies for the detection of the still elusive
IMBHs. The second point of interest in detecting TDEs is that
the level of accretion reached during the flare goes well above
the Eddington limit (Wu et al. 2018); the precise processes of
super-Eddington accretion are still poorly understood, meaning
that new samples of such processes could help us understand
them.

A recently discovered phenomenon that seems to be linked
to TDEs are quasi-periodic eruptions (QPEs), first discovered in
2019 (Miniutti et al. 2019) in a past X-ray TDE (GSN 069, e.g.,
Saxton et al. 2011, Shu et al. 2018). QPEs appear as large ∼1h
long outbursts of soft thermal X-rays, repeated every ∼2h–10h,
with peak luminosities of ≈ 1042 − 1043 erg s−1 . Only six QPE

1 https://tde.space/

sources are known to this date: GSN 069, RX J1301.9+2747
(Sun et al. 2013, Giustini et al. 2020), eRO-QPE1 and eRO-
QPE2 (Arcodia et al. 2021), along with two additional candi-
dates, XMMSL1 J024916.6-041244 (Chakraborty et al. 2021),
and Tormund (Quintin et al. 2023). Most sources have shown
a pattern in their bursts, with large and small peaks alternating;
eRO-QPE1 showed a transition from such a regular pattern to a
chaotic profile with overlapping peaks in less than a week (Ar-
codia et al. 2022). The long-term evolution of GSN 069 is ar-
guably the best contrained, with an overall decay of the emis-
sion over time, the bursts appearing only in a relatively low-flux
state; a rebrightening was then observed, with the QPEs dis-
appearing (Miniutti et al. 2023b). This was followed by a new
decaying phase, and the QPEs appearing again, with a differ-
ent alternating pattern than before (Miniutti et al. 2023a). Out
of the six known QPE sources, three show a link with a past
TDE (GSN 069, XMMSL1 J024916.6-041244, and Tormund).
The precise emission mechanisms at play in QPEs are still un-
clear. Most models invoke either specific hydrodynamical in-
stabilities (e.g., Sniegowska et al. 2020, Kaur et al. 2023, Pan
et al. 2022, Śniegowska et al. 2023), repeated partial tidal dis-
ruption events (e.g., King 2020, Zhao et al. 2022, Wang et al.
2022a, Chen et al. 2022, King 2022), or an inital partial TDE
followed by repeated interactions between the remnant and its
orbiting debris (e.g., Xian et al. 2021, Linial & Metzger 2023,
Franchini et al. 2023). To discriminate between these models,
more data are needed to both constrain the long-term evolution
on the already-known QPE sources and to increase the sample
of known QPE sources. This will allow us, for instance, to make
statistically significant population studies (e.g., Wevers et al.
2022).

Another window on super-Eddington accretion is ultralumi-
nous X-ray sources (ULXs; Kaaret et al. 2017). They correspond
to extra-galactic, extra-nuclear sources reaching X-ray luminosi-
ties above 3 × 1039 erg s−1. This somewhat arbitrary threshold
was chosen as it corresponds to the isotropic Eddington lumi-
nosity of a 20 M⊙ black hole (Remillard & McClintock 2006).
Going significantly above this value means that the source is ei-
ther more massive than 20 M⊙, so that the Eddington limit can
be respected. Otherwise, it violates this limit, which means that
the accretion is following a super-Eddington regime. The dis-
covery of accelerating coherent pulsations in a ULX in M82
(Bachetti et al. 2014) lead to the conclusion that at least some
ULXs are host to a neutron star, and thus require highly super-
Eddington accretion to reach the observed luminosities (up to
500 LEdd for the pulsating ULX in NGC 5907 reported in Israel
et al. (2017) for instance). So far, only a handful of pulsating
ULXs have been found. A key feature of these known PULXs
is that they seem brighter and more variable than the overall
ULX population, which could hint at a physically motivated sub-
classification of ULXs, or be a selection bias due to the difficulty
of finding pulsations in scarce X-ray signals. Nonetheless, out-
standing variability has been used as a proxy to find good can-
didates for pulsations (Song et al. 2020) and could allow us to
detect new candidates for further pulsation search.

While the previously mentioned variable sources are extra-
galactic, our Galaxy is also rich in X-ray transient objects. For
instance, some stars can be bright in X-rays (e.g., young stellar
objects, Preibisch et al. 2005). Among these X-ray bright stars,
some can show flaring episodes, which can be due to coronal ac-
tivity for instance (e.g., Pallavicini et al. 1981), or to magnetic
activity (e.g., Stelzer et al. 2013). These flares typically last for a
few hours with peak luminosities in the 1029−1032 erg s−1 range
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and are thus visible within observations of X-ray missions such
as XMM-Newton (e.g., Pye et al. 2015, for a sample study).

On top of TDEs, QPEs, ULXs, and stellar flares, there is
a host of other interesting X-ray variable sources: gamma ray
bursts, novae (e.g., König et al. 2022b), cataclysmic variables
(e.g., Webb et al. 2018), and X-ray binaries, supernovae, blazars,
and changing-look active galactic nuclei (e.g., Graham et al.
2020). For all these events, an alert (and subsequent follow-up)
even a week after the initial event can provide valuable infor-
mation. Additionally, some newly studied variable sources are
detected in other wavelengths and studying their possible X-ray
counterparts might allow us to reveal or at least constrain their
still unclear physical nature: fast blue optical transients (Margutti
et al. 2019) and fast radio bursts (Petroff et al. 2019). Finally,
there might even be new types of variable unknown X-ray ob-
jects lingering in the archives that are yet to be discovered.

All of these sources are rare and show some type of variabil-
ity, either in flux or spectral shape. Finding and studying them
would increase their numbers and help elucidate the underlying
physical mechanism governing their nature. To improve our un-
derstanding of these sources, it thus seems profitable to find new
candidates, based on X-ray variability. To be able to retrieve the
most constraining data for these sources, both in X-rays and in
other wavelengths, it is of paramount importance to detect them
when they are in their brightest state.

In this paper, we describe a new quasi-real time tran-
sient detection system that could be deployed in the XMM-
Newton pipeline, developed as part of the XMM2Athena project
(Webb et al. 2023). Our approach is to compare new XMM-
Newton EPIC detections to any available archival X-ray data,
in order to assess the long-term variability of the underlying ob-
ject. To do this in a computationally efficient manner that would
not slow down the already-existing data stream, we performed
a compilation of the archival X-ray sky (through both catalogs
of detections and upper-limits). This catalog-oriented approach,
on top of allowing for faster computations in the pipeline, also
enables various data mining endeavours in the compiled X-ray
archive, the results of which have been presented in earlier pub-
lications (e.g., Quintin et al. 2021, 2023).

We explain the underlying multi-instrument archival catalog
and archival XMM-Newton upper limits (Sect. 2), then describe
and test the proposed transient detection system itself (Sect. 3),
and finally discuss the main limits, expected results and future
updates of this system (Sect. 4).

2. Collating the archival X-ray sky

2.1. X-ray multi-instrument matching method

2.1.1. Data selection

Some studies have been performed to systematically look for
variable objects in the archive of some X-ray observatories (e.g.,
the search for fast X-ray transients in the Chandra archive or the
EXTraS project for XMM-Newton; Jonker et al. 2013, Luca et al.
2021). However, in order to improve our chances of finding long-
term variability in serendipitous sources, a multi-instrument ap-
proach is preferable, as it provides an increased number of data
points for a given source. For this reason, we used eight different
X-ray catalogs, with complementary strengths and weaknesses.
This method is similar for instance to the HILIGT web service
(Saxton et al. 2022, König et al. 2022a). A summary of the cat-
alogs’ respective properties can be found in Table 1 and their
effective areas are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of effective areas of all the X-ray missions used
in this work. For XMM-Newton we show the combined EPIC effective
area. For Chandra, we show the ACIS-I effective area as of 2022. For
Swift we show the XRT effective area. For eROSITA we show the effec-
tive area from the combined seven telescopes. For ROSAT we show the
PSPC effective area.

The first three catalogs we chose are 4XMM DR11 (Webb
et al. 2020), 2SXPS (Evans et al. 2020b), and 2CXO (Evans
et al. 2020a), which are the source catalog respectively for XMM-
Newton, Swift/XRT, and Chandra. Their respective sensitivity,
angular resolution and sky coverage (see Table 1) differ signif-
icantly because of the different technical setups of their instru-
mentation, driven by different scientific goals.

We also took into account two additional catalogs obtained
from XMM-Newton: the slew catalog XMMSL2 (Saxton et al.
2008) and the stacked catalog 4XMM DR11 Stacked (Traulsen
et al. 2019). The first one corresponds to detections obtained
during the slewing of the instrument, between two consecutive
pointings. It provides us with a large sky coverage, at low ex-
posure times and thus low sensitivity. The second catalog is ob-
tained from the stacking of overlapping observations, which pro-
vides improved sensitivity and more reliable source parameters
compared to single observations, as well as possibly new de-
tections in some observations. For the stacked catalog, we only
kept detections that were not in the initial pointed catalog (cor-
responding either to sources that are in the initial catalog but for
which some observations did not lead to clean detections, and
also for entirely new sources absent from the initial catalog).

We added two ROSAT catalogs, 2RXS (Boller et al. 2016)
and WGACAT (White et al. 1994), corresponding respectively
to the sky survey and to subsequent pointed observations. De-
spite their relatively low sensitivity and angular resolution, these
catalogs are very useful for their wide sky coverage, as well as
for the fact that they provide us with a longer temporal baseline
to study variability.

Finally, the study of long-term variability of X-ray sources
will be immensely improved by the data from eROSITA (Pre-
dehl et al. 2021), which will provide multiple all-sky X-ray
surveys with sensitivity levels comparable to that of XMM-
Newton. In order to make a proof of concept of the interest
of using future eROSITA data within our framework, we have
used the available early data from the eROSITA Final Equato-
rial Depth Survey catalog (eFEDS; Salvato et al. 2022), which
covers a small patch of the sky of about 140 square degrees,
with non-contemporaneous XMM-Newton and Chandra obser-
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Telescope Catalog Sky coverage Limiting sensitivity Spatial resolution Sources Detections Dates Reference
(sq. degrees) (erg s−1 cm−2) (FWHM arcsecond)

XMM-Newton 4XMMDR11 560 ∼ 10−15 5 470 000 700 000 2000–2020 Webb et al. (2020)
4XMMDR11s 560 ∼ 10−15 5 34 000+ 51 000+ 2000–2020 Traulsen et al. (2019)

XMMSL2 65 000 ∼ 10−12 10 22 000 27 000 2001–2014 Saxton et al. (2008)
Swift 2SXPS 3 790 ∼ 10−13 6 145 000 300 000 2005–2018 Evans et al. (2020b)

Chandra CSC 2.0 550 ∼ 10−16 0.75 – 5 200 000 300 000 2000–2014 Evans et al. (2020a)
ROSAT RASS 41 000 ∼ 10−12 20 60 000 60 000 1990–1991 Boller et al. (2016)

WGACAT 7 500 ∼ 10−13 20 70 000 80 000 1991–1994 White et al. (1994)
eROSITA eFEDS 140 ∼ 10−14 5 20 000 20 000 Nov. 2019 Salvato et al. (2022)

Table 1. Properties of the catalogs after quality filtering. The limiting sensitivities are typical flux values in the corresponding instrument’s energy
band (see Fig. 3), but numerous instrumental effects (off-axis angle, background, exposure time) will impact this value. For Chandra, the two
values for spatial resolution correspond to the on-axis and 10’ off-axis FWHM. For the XMM-Newton Stacked catalog, we only show the number
of new sources and number of new detections (which might be associated with already known sources).

vations. Boller et al. (2022) have already performed a study of
the variable sources in eFEDS, although our method should re-
veal additional long-term variability.

Once selected, these catalogs have been cleaned using dif-
ferent selection criteria with the aim of keeping only point-like
sources, avoiding spurious detections and improving the over-
all quality of the final catalog. The cleaning procedures were
performed on detections; the remaining sources are those that
have at least one remaining clean detection. The various catalog-
specific selection criteria are summarized in Appendix A.

The resulting flux distributions of each catalog are shown
in Fig. 2. In particular, this figure shows the flux distribution of
all detections, as well as the flux distribution averaged for each
source. The shape of these distributions and the differences be-
tween them will depend on the overall observing strategy – for
instance, the Swift flux distribution loses a significant fraction of
its high-flux component when averaging over each source, be-
cause Swift is often used as a monitoring telescope for bright
objects.

Once these quality checks have been applied, we have a total
of about 1 million X-ray catalog sources and 1.5 million detec-
tions. For each detection, we have a rate in the corresponding
total energy band of the instrument, as well as in different sub-
bands that will be used to access spectral information. We now
need to associate those sources together. This will be done by
matching the catalogs two by two at first, in order to take into
account their respective astrometric differences and avoid the
combinatorial difficulties of a single multi-catalog match; then,
these two-by-two matches will be combined into multi-catalog
sources, using a conservative fusion approach.

2.1.2. Two-by-two catalog matches

The core of our method is based on the two-by-two correlations
between catalogs. These were performed using STILTS (Taylor
2006), based on the positions and 3σ circular position errors for
each source in the two considered catalogs. Among all combina-
tions of catalogs, we did not compute the XMM-Newton pointed
to XMM-Newton stacked cross-correlation, as this work was al-
ready performed and manually screened in the elaboration of the
XMM-Newton stacked catalog (Traulsen et al. 2019). Two issues
arose from this naive cross-matching method.

The first issue we encountered was for very bright X-ray
sources (F ∼ 10−10 erg s−1). For these sources, the large number
of photons allowed for a very precise fit of the PSF; so precise in
fact that the 3σ positional errors can be smaller than the astro-
metric error between catalogs, thus preventing the matches for
bright sources. To prevent this, we have computed an estimation

of the astrometric error for each catalog combination, by pro-
ducing a naive correlation and taking the closest match for each
source using a very large position cutoff (1 arcmin). Assuming
that the coordinate differences follow the same normal distribu-
tion, the angular distance distribution of this naive match should
yield a Rayleigh distribution at close distance, with an excess
at large distance due to spurious associations (this method was
used for instance in Boller et al. 2016). Taking the maximum of
this Rayleigh distribution allows us to retrieve its σ value, which
roughly corresponds to the standard deviation of the coordinate
errors. For the ulterior matches between those two given cata-
logs, the matching distance was taken as the maximum between
the 3σ position error and the estimated astrometric error.

The second issue arises for ambiguous correlations. Indeed,
taking the 3σ positional error and the astrometric error into ac-
count can lead to a reasonably large maximum matching dis-
tance, that can then lead to a number of possible counterparts.
In this case, the STILTS command will return a group of am-
biguous associations, with all allowed combinations of source
associations. Identifying the correct counterpart for each source
is essential, as spurious associations may lead to large, erroneous
variability. For this purpose, we have developed a Bayesian ap-
proach to quantify the quality of an association, which will allow
us to compare between candidates and decide whether the match
is decisive or unclear. The precise method is similar to the one
implemented in NWAY (Salvato et al. 2018), which was inspired
from Budavári & Szalay (2008). We denote Hi as the hypothesis
that the ith possible match between two catalog sources is real,
and H̄i as the opposite hypothesis; the data, namely, the position
and position error of each source, are noted as Di. The Bayesian
probability for the ith match is thus:

P(Hi|Di) = P(Di|Hi) ×
P(Hi)
P(Di)

. (1)

The end goal will be to compute the ratio of this value between
different counterparts, i. With a flat prior on the data and P(Hi)
only depending on the overlap between two catalogs and thus in-
dependent of i, for a given catalog combination the only value of
interest is P(Di|Hi). With the same assumptions as the Appendix
B from Budavári & Szalay (2008) (i.e., a spherical normal error
on position, with error bars and distances small compared to the
size of the sky), this value is given by:

P(Di|Hi) =
2

σ2
1 + σ

2
2

exp
(
−

ψ2

2(σ2
1 + σ

2
2)

)
, (2)

with σ1 and σ2 the error bars of the two associated sources and
ψ the angular distance between their positions; at this stage, the
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Fig. 2. Flux distributions of each X-ray observatory used in this study, in their native energy band, with the different catalogs shown in different
colors. For each catalog, we show the flux distribution of all detections (thick line), as well as the flux distribution averaged for each source (thin
line). The difference between the detection-wise and source-wise flux distributions depends on the observational strategy of each X-ray instrument.

astrometric error is not taken into account. We compute this "as-
sociation score" for all associations, and use it as a way to com-
pare between ambiguous ones. After manual screening, we take
a ratio of 3 between two scores as a very good indication that
one association is favored over the other; a ratio below that gen-
erally corresponds to different spatial resolutions resulting in two
sources for an instrument being seen as a single source for an-
other instrument (Chandra vs. Swift typically).

The precise workflow for each two-by-two catalog correla-
tion is thus as follows: we first estimate the astrometry error be-
tween two catalogs by performing a crude correlation, and taking
its typical angular distance; we perform the precise correlation
using 3σ positional errors and astrometric error; the association
score for all associations is computed following Eq. 2. Then, for
each group of ambiguous associations, we sort by order of asso-
ciation score. We compare the score of the most probable asso-
ciation of the group to the score of the second most probable as-
sociation involving any of the two concerned sources (this is the
major difference with NWAY, in which only the possible matches
for one source of the pair are considered). If the ratio is higher
than 3, we validate the first association and ignore all the other
ones; else, we ignore all the associations for these two sources,
as it is impossible to safely conclude on the association. Finally,
we proceed until all combinations have been either accepted or
ignored.

Deviating from Budavári & Szalay (2008), we do not in-
clude photometric information in our Bayesian approach, be-
cause a photometry-based match relies on constant flux assump-
tion, while we search for transients. One issue that may arise
from this choice is to favor a close spatial match between a bright
and a faint source from two catalogs, where one of them has
poorer spatial localisation (e.g., ROSAT or XMM-Newton slew),
while the correct bright (non-variable) match is not favored spa-
tially. This can be avoided by using the ambiguous match solver,
which will be able to flag such situations. This can also be man-
ually treated at the quality check step (see Sect. 3).

2.1.3. Combined catalog matches

Once all two-by-two correlations of catalogs are performed, we
need to merge these into multi-catalog associations. This re-
quires dealing with associations that are inconsistent between
catalogs. We chose a conservative approach, in which chain-like
correlations are refused (i.e., with three sources from catalogs
A, B, and C, source B is associated with both A and C, but A
and C are only associated with B and not with each other). To
do this, we first classify the catalogs in an arbitrary order of in-
terest, with the idea that such chains will be dealt with in or-
der of priority (i.e., sources A and B first in the previous exam-
ple). In a pair of catalogs, the first is hereafter called primary, the
other secondary. We compute all two-by-two correlations for the
primary catalog with any secondary catalog, including solving
ambiguous correlations using the association score, as presented
in the previous section. For each source from the primary cata-
log, we validate its associations with all its corresponding sec-
ondary sources into the final multi-instrument catalog. At this
stage, we should have recovered any counterpart to each source
of the primary catalog. We then reiterate this procedure by pro-
moting the secondary catalog to primary. However, an additional
condition to accept an association now is that neither the (new)
primary, nor the secondary sources, have already been encoun-
tered at a previous stage in this procedure. If they had already
been encountered, this means that they are either already part of
a validated association, or part of a chain-like association, which
is prohibited. We proceed with this, until all two-by-two cata-
log correlations are merged into a single multi-catalogs catalog,
where associations are performed both conservatively and quan-
titatively, through the use of the Bayesian association score.

2.2. Cross calibration

Once sources are associated in the multi-instrument catalog, we
need to compare the various fluxes of each catalog source. How-
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ever, reliable cross-calibration of the various instruments is a
major challenge for any multi-catalog flux comparison. Each
instrument has a different response (see Fig. 1). While most of
those instrumental effects are taken into account by the process-
ing pipelines through ancillary and response files, some biases
remain (of the order ∼8% between the EPIC instruments for in-
stance, Smith, M.J.S. 2022), and about 5-15% between different
missions when working in the same energy band (e.g., Madsen
et al. 2017). However, the energy bands differ between the mis-
sions. Figure 3 shows the respective total energy bands of each
specific catalog, as well as the catalog-dependent internal energy
bands. A useful feature one can see in this figure is that, for all
catalogs, the value of 2 keV is a limit to some internal bands.

To compare the fluxes obtained by different instruments and
assess the source’s variability, we first need to convert each de-
tection to a single, common energy band; we cannot directly
compare for instance the XMM-Newton flux of a source in the
0.2-12 keV band, to that of Chandra, which is optimised in the
0.5-7 keV band. The common band we chose to compute fluxes
is the 0.1-12 keV band, as it allows us to constrain the energy
bands of every one of the missions we used (XMM-Newton go-
ing to the highest energies and ROSAT to the lowest). Then, to
extrapolate the instrument detections to this common band, we
need to assume a specific spectral shape. We chose an absorbed
power-law, of parameters Γ = 1.7 and NH = 3 × 1020cm−2. The
reason this was chosen is that these parameters correspond to a
typical X-ray source (e.g., Watson et al. 2009), and the resulting
spectrum is thus rarely far from the actual spectrum of the source
– for this reason, it was used to compute fluxes for instance in
the XMM-Newton and Swift catalogs. Any other spectral model
would not be self-consistent with the direct use of the catalog
fluxes (which use this assumption), and would thus require fur-
ther calibration. Assuming this fixed spectral shape, the contri-
butions to the total flux of each band as well as the fraction of
the flux missed by each instrument is shown in Table B.1.

This spectral shape assumption has its limits. It fits relatively
well to the majority of sources, however, for the softest or hard-
est sources there can be some discrepancy. Figure 6 gives the
distribution of the soft vs. hard fluxes (<2keV vs >2keV) for
each detection in the instruments with a hard energy band (i.e.,
not ROSAT). Any departure from the black line means a depar-
ture from the assumed spectral model. To validate the use of this
spectral assumption in order to assess variability between de-
tections of different instruments, it is necessary to estimate the
spurious variability that would appear from wrongfully extrapo-
lating the source’s flux beyond the specific instrumental bands.
For this purpose, we implement two tests. The first test of valid-
ity of our spectral assumption simply consists in computing the
error in flux estimation arising from this assumption, depending
on the source’s true spectral shape. In practice, we compute the
evolution of the extrapolated flux from each mission’s band to
the total band assuming a fixed Γ = 1.7 and nH = 3× 1020 cm−2,
depending on the actual photon index of the source (in a 0.5–4
range). A photon index of ∼4 is reasonably close to a soft ther-
mal emission, at least from a catalog point of view. The vari-
ous fluxes were computed using JAXspec (Barret & Dupourqué
2024, Dupourqué et al. in prep.). The results can be seen in Fig.
4. In this figure, one can see that in this range of photon in-
dices, while the spectral assumption indeed leads to a bias on
the estimated flux, this bias stays overall below a factor of five.
More importantly, the respective biases of different missions stay
closer than a factor of five from each other, which means that
at a given value of Γ, the calibration method should lead to a
minimal number of spurious alerts. To assess the effect of such

extrapolation on data rather than theoretical spectra, we test it
on the XMM-Newton data, and analyse the variability that is cre-
ated solely from this method. We started by truncating the en-
ergy bands of XMM-Newton to fit those of Chandra, which is
the second most delicate extrapolation after ROSAT. For each
XMM-Newton detection, we removed the first and last bands, to
retrieve XMM-Newton fluxes in the 0.5–4.5 keV. To get the same
higher energy limit, namely, 7 keV for Chandra, we had to ex-
trapolate the flux of the XMM-Newton band 4 from 2–4.5 keV to
2–7 keV. This extrapolation is done using the spectral assump-
tion of an absorbed powerlaw, with the aforementioned param-
eters. The effect of this assumption on a single band is much
smaller than on the entire XMM-Newton energy bandwidth, and
is thus neglected. After this, we extrapolate the simulated 0.5–
7 keV flux to the 0.1–12 keV band using the same conversion
factor we would have used for Chandra data. Comparing the
resulting flux to the actual 0.2–12 keV XMM-Newton detection
allows us to assess the spurious variability caused by this spec-
tral approximation (the 0.1–0.2 keV contribution is negligible in
this spectral assumption). We use a conservative estimate of the
variability between the two flux computations. We compute the
ratio of the higher of them minus its error over the lower flux
plus its error:

VConservative =


max

(
FBand 8−σBand 8
FExtrap.+σExtrap.

, 1
)

if FBand 8 > FExtrap,

min
(

FBand 8+σBand 8
FExtrap.−σExtrap.

, 1
)

if FBand 8 < FExtrap.

(3)

with F and σ the respective flux and 1σ flux errors for both
methods. This estimate takes the value of 1 in the case both meth-
ods are consistent at a 1σ level, and otherwise takes the most
pessimistic assumption for variability. This metric was used be-
cause it is similar to the one used later on for variability alerts
(see Eq. 4), a source being labeled as variable if this metric is
above 5 (or here below 0.2 as well).

The resulting spurious variabilities can be seen in Fig. 5. We
retrieved about 4 000 spurious alerts out of the 700 000 detec-
tions, amounting to about 0.6% false alert rate. These alerts are
indeed caused by the softest and hardest sources of the catalog,
for which the assumption does not hold well – this can be veri-
fied in the right panel of Fig. 5, showing the difference in density
distribution of hardness ratios of the false alert detections.

This spurious alert rate is reasonably small, however the to-
tal alert rate being about ∼2.5% of detections (see Sect. 3.2),
this leads to a contamination of the alerts by at most ∼20% and
could warrant further attention. While a more adaptive spec-
tral approximation would be possible (e.g., based on the mea-
sured hardness ratio), this solution would be very biased for low
signal-to-noise detections, that tend to be significantly harder or
softer than bright detections purely because of statistical effects.
This would in turn dramatically increase the false alarm rate for
faint detections, which is not desirable. Additionally, a minor-
ity of detections from the multi-instrument archives have avail-
able hardness information (e.g., only ∼20% of both the Chandra
and Swift archives). Overall, proper spectral data is simply not
widely available in a purely catalogue-oriented approach, and a
common spectral assumption is justified (which is why this solu-
tion is already implemented for each respective catalog). Alter-
native methods for flux extrapolations, using additional data not
present in the catalogs, will be explored in the future (e.g., us-
ing the archive-wide spectral fitting computed for XMM-Newton
as part of XMM2Athena, Webb et al. 2023). For now, we put in
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Swift 0.3 1 2 10Band 1 Band 2 Band 3

Chandra 0.5 1.2 2 7Band s Band m Band h

XMM-Newton Pointed 0.2 0.5 1 2 4.5 12Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5

eROSITA 0.2 0.5 1 2 4.5Band b1 Band b2 Band b3 Band b4

Fig. 3. Energy bands of the various catalogs and instruments used in this work. We also show the catalog-specific internal energy bands, with their
catalog name indicated above their respective energy regime.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the ratio between the flux extrapolated from each
mission band assuming Γ = 1.7 and nH = 3 × 1020 cm−2, and the true
flux of a source, depending on the value of its photon index Γ. The
dashed lines correspond to the reference (Γ = 1.7 and ratio of 1), and
the dotted lines correspond to a factor of 5. While ROSAT goes over the
threshold of 5 for the softest sources, what matters most to our study is
that at a given Γ the ratio between different missions is below five (to
avoid spurious alerts).

place different safeguards to warn and help the user in the case
of a possible failure of this assumption, presented in Sect. 3.

2.3. Upper limits

Correlating the sources from several catalogs allows us to re-
trieve the flux evolution of a given physical source between sev-
eral epochs. The main use case of this method is when the source

was detected in the different catalogs individually. However, this
method also allows us to uncover valuable information in the
case where it was observed but not detected by one of the instru-
ments. Indeed, the fact that a source was within the field of view
of a given observation but not detected means that it was, at the
moment of the observation, below the sensitivity of the used de-
tection method at this point of the instrument. By computing the
said sensitivity, we can retrieve an upper limit on the source’s
flux. This phenomenon takes place in two instances: either its
intrinsic flux is constant and the observation in which it was de-
tected previously has a better sensitivity than the one that missed
it; or, the source is transient.

We put this idea into practice for the XMM-Newton upper
limits. We selected two types of sources for the upper lim-
its computation: the first type of sources are known, detected-
at-least-once XMM-Newton sources. This allows us to check
whether these known XMM-Newton sources were detected ev-
ery time they were observed, which is a piece of information
absent from the XMM-Newton base catalog, but present in the
XMM-Newton stacked catalog. The second type of source for
which the XMM-Newton upper limits are relevant are for the
sources only present in other catalogs, but that have been ob-
served by XMM-Newton. Using the 4XMM DR11 Multi-Order-
Coverage map (MOC; Fernique et al. 2014) which provides us
with the spatial footprint of the observations, we selected all
mutli-catalog sources that lie within this MOC but are far away
(> 10”) from any XMM-Newton source. This was done using the
MOCPy package (Boch 2019). For all those sources, the upper
limits were computed using RapidXMM (Ruiz et al. 2022). We
only kept the upper limits with a 0.2–12 keV quality flag of 0,
and that were not simultaneous with a XMM-Newton stacked de-
tection. We then converted the obtained 1σ count-rates upper
limits to 0.2–12 keV flux upper limits, using the same spec-
tral assumption of a power-law of photo-index Γ = 1.7 and
NH = 3 × 1020 cm−2. While the RapidXMM framework pro-
vides pre-computed upper limits for all three EPIC instruments
individually, we used the mathematical framework presented in
Ruiz et al. (2022) to compute the EPIC combined 3σ flux upper
limits, in order to obtain more constraining upper limits.
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Fig. 5. Assessment of the effect of the spectral assumption on variability estimates. Left Panel: Distribution of the conservative estimate of the
variability between the true flux, and the one obtained after cropping to the Chandra bandwidth and extrapolation to the 0.1–12 keV band. All
detections with a variability larger than a factor of 5 between both methods would lead to spurious transient alerts. Right Panel: Comparison
between the hardness ratio density distributions of the detections that lead to spurious alerts (light blue) and the ones without alerts (dark blue).
This confirms that spurious alerts can happen in the case where the spectral assumption does not fit the data well, that is, for extreme hardness
ratios.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between the hard and soft fluxes for each mission with hard detections (i.e., >2 keV). The black lines show the expected
behavior of the spectral assumption (absorbed power law of NH = 3 × 1020cm−2 and Γ = 1.7), and the black dotted lines show a departure by a
factor of 5 from this behavior. While the spread around the assumed shape can appear significant, it is important to remember that the error bars
on these hard and soft fluxes are significant as well (typically signal to noise ratio of about 3 or less), so the statistical significance of the spread is
reduced

Additionally, we used upper limit information from both
Chandra and Swift, but only for their respective sources. For
Chandra, the non-detections of Chandra sources are directly
available in the catalog. For Swift, the upper limits are not read-
ily available in a catalog-based approach, but we have access to
the stacked detections. They correspond to the average flux for a
source over all its Swift exposures, and also provide us with the
dates for the first and last observations. Thus, any Swift detection
that is significantly above a stacked Swift flux hints at variability
(for an example, see Fig. C.6 or Fig. C.7).

2.4. X-ray multi-instrument catalog properties

2.4.1. Matching statistics

The cross-matched catalog consists of 926 753 multi-catalog
sources, to be compared with the initial 1 258 420 single-catalog
sources before the cross-match. Because of the sparse X-ray cov-
erage of the sky (see Fig. 7 for a sky map of the final catalog),
most of the final sources only contain data from one catalog,
but the remaining 15% of the final sources (99 208) show multi-
catalog data (see top panel in Fig. 8). The catalog-wise matching
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Fig. 7. Sky map of the multi-instrument catalog. The galactic plane is
visible, as well as the eFEDS field of view around R.A ∼130◦ and Dec.
∼0◦. This shows the inhomogeneity of the archival X-ray sky coverage.

properties in terms of number and typical offsets are summarized
in Table 2, and the distribution of number of catalogs per cross-
matched source is shown in Fig. 8.

The underlying goal of this multi-catalog method was to in-
crease the number of data points available per source, in order
to be able to better estimate the underlying object’s variability.
The catalog cross-matching allowed us to increase the average
number of detections per source from 1.55 to 1.75. The use of
upper limits allowed us to further increase the average number
of data points (detections and upper limits combined) from 1.75
to 5.0 (see precise statistics in the next Section). The precise den-
sity distributions of the final number of data points per source is
available in Fig. 8. In particular, the number of sources with only
one detection (i.e., for which estimating the variability is im-
possible) went down from 839 361 to 675 829 thanks to the in-
strument cross-matching, and is further reduced to 302 252 once
upper limits are taken into account. For sources which already
had several available data points, the cross-matching allows us
to improve the temporal coverage of the source, either by dimin-
ishing the average time between two consecutive data points, or
by increasing the total coverage (i.e., time between the first and
last available data points).

2.4.2. Upper limits statistics

We called RapidXMM on the 586 483 multi-instrument sources
that lie in the XMM-Newton MOC – out of those, 116 926 are
not 4XMM DR11 sources. Half of these (65 939) are faint Chan-
dra sources, and the rest are either XMM-Newton Stacked detec-
tions with no clean association in the normal catalog (31 628),
Swift stacked detections, or some XMM-Newton slew transients
or unflagged spurious detection (mostly in extended sources for
which the XMM-Newton slew extent is falsely zero due to low
counts).

The statistics of the resulting upper limits are shown in de-
tail in Fig. 9. We retrieved 2 854 135 upper limits, 70% being
XMM-Newton slew upper limits and 30% being for pointed ob-
servations. The overwhelming majority (92%) of these upper
limits are not constraining, in the sense that they are higher than
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the gain in information on the long-term evolu-
tion of X-ray sources, obtained thanks to the cross-matching & upper-
limits. Top panel: Distribution of the number of catalogs involved in
each multi-catalog source. The majority of the sources only have data
for one catalog, but for the remaining 15% at least two catalogs are in-
volved. Despite using 7 catalogs, no source was detected in all of them
(mostly due to the very constraining sky coverage of the eFEDS cata-
logs). Bottom panel: Density distribution of the number of data points
per source, before the cross-match in light blue, after the match in blue,
and after taking into account upper limits in dark blue. Both the cross-
match and the use of upper limits allows us to increase the number
of data points per source, namely, skew this density distribution to the
right.

the lowest recorded flux of the corresponding multi-instrument
source. However, for 213 041 upper limits (corresponding to
63 795 individual multi-instrument sources), they are indeed
constraining, thus allowing us to improve our constraint on
the variability of the underlying objects. Among these sources,
13 497 do not correspond to either an XMM-Newton pointed or
stacked source, meaning that a multi-instrument approach was
necessary in constraining the variability of the underlying ob-
jects.

We chose not to use RapidXMM upper limits in the case
where a flux value is available from the XMM-Newton stacked
catalog, which provides measurements in all covering XMM-
Newton observations. This was justified by the additional manual
screening that the XMM-Newton stacked catalog went through.
However, as a side result, we were able to assess the quality of
the RapidXMM upper limits by comparing them to the simulta-
neous XMM-Newton stacked detections, which underwent sev-
eral additional steps of screening. The resulting comparison be-
tween the 22 161 relevant detections is shown in Fig. 10. Overall,
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Cross-match Chandra Swift eFEDS XMM Slew ROSAT Survey ROSAT Pointed XMM Stacked
(without pointed)

XMM Pointed 48106 27710 1364 1368 1408 6294 N/A
1.4" 2.6" 3.6" 5.4" 13.8" 9.9"

Chandra 10055 177 558 619 2472 1537
2.3" 3.2" 5.8" 13.3" 11.6" 1.1"

Swift 281 3345 4114 3992 343
3.8" 5.6" 12.8" 11.5" 2.3"

eFEDS 52 148 1 34
5.9" 14.3" 20.7" 3.2"

XMM Slew 4690 1721 15
12.9" 17.8" 5.2"

ROSAT Survey 3865 14
31.5" 14.3"

ROSAT Pointed 77
10.2"

Table 2. Final two-by-two cross match statistics of our multi-instrument catalog. For each combination of catalogs, we show the number of final
multi-instrument sources involving both the catalogs, as well as the median angular distance between these sources. As a reminder, we did not
compute the XMM-Newton pointed to XMM-Newton stacked cross-correlation, as this work was already performed and manually screened in the
elaboration of the XMM-Newton stacked catalog.

the majority (82%) of the RapidXMM 3σ upper limits are within
a factor of three of the corresponding XMM-Newton stacked de-
tection. Once the XMM-Newton stacked flux error bars are taken
into account, this fraction goes up to 99%, demonstrating coher-
ence between the two methods. In particular, this confirms the
quality of the RapidXMM flux constraints in the case where no
XMM-Newton stacked source is present, that is, transients that
were bright in another catalog.

2.4.3. Variability statistics

After performing both the catalog cross-correlation and XMM-
Newton upper limits computation, we obtain a large multi-
instrument X-ray archival catalog. While such a tool can have
various applications for data mining endeavours, systematically
exploiting this catalog is beyond the scope of this work. How-
ever, we are particularly interested in one information, the long-
term variability of sources. Among the various ways to define
the variability of an object, we chose to use the pessimistic flux
variability amplitude:

V =
max(Flow)

min(Fup,UL)
(4)

where Fup = F+σ+ corresponds to the flux 1σ upper value when
there is a detection (with F the fluxes and σ+ the 1σ positive flux
error), UL corresponds to the 3σ upper limit when there is no de-
tection (as obtained through RapidXMM), and Flow corresponds
to the flux lower value in the case of detection, precisely given
by Flow = max(F − σ−, 0), with σ− as the 1σ flux negative er-
ror. Such a definition of Flow is meant to avoid it being negative
number, as this would contaminate the value of V . If a flux mea-
surement is unconstrained (i.e., F − σ− ≤ 0), then this point is
essentially ignored in the computation of max(Flow) if there are
other well-constrained data points. Using this definition of the
variability V allows us to estimate simultaneously the amplitude
and significance of the variability. If V < 1, it means that the var-
ious data points are consistent at the 1σ level, namely, the source
appears constant over time. However, if V > 1, its value gives a
lower limit on the actual variability of the underlying physical

object. It is important to note here that the variability value we
measure is always at best a lower limit of the actual physical
variability, due to the sparsity of the X-ray coverage.

Since our cross-matching and upper limits method was
meant to improve our constraints on the variability of X-ray ob-
jects, we can now assess the effectiveness of our method using
this definition of the variability. As was explained in the previous
sub-section, our method decreased the number of sources with
one data point only, namely, increased the number of sources
for which the variability can be estimated. The distribution of
variability for the multi-instrument sources is shown in detail
in Fig. 11, as well as the gain in variability made using our
method. Before the cross-matching, there were 74 030 single-
catalog sources with a variability estimate over 1 (out of the
207 966 where the estimate was available, and the 1 258 420
total single-catalog sources), and 4 622 with a variability larger
than 5. Thanks to our method, out of the resulting 926 753 multi-
instrument sources, 618 816 have a variability estimate, which
is above 1 for 134 997 multi-catalog sources and above 5 for
15 993 of them. The fraction of variable sources compared to
the complete catalog is thus increased from 5% to 15% using our
method. The fraction of significantly variable sources (V > 5) is
also increased from 0.3% to 1.7%. The arithmetic mean gain of
variability from the single-catalog sources to the multi-catalog
sources is ∼10 (see Fig. 11), although this is mostly driven by
few outlying sources with very large gains. The geometric mean
of the variability gain (less contaminated by outliers) is ∼1.4.
This means that our method is successful in improving the con-
straint on the X-ray variability of archival sources.

3. The STONKS algorithm

3.1. Motivation and possible implementation within the
XMM-Newton pipeline

This section presents a possible implementation of our work in
the XMM-Newton pipeline. This is of course subject to modifi-
cations if and when it is to be actually implemented in the data
stream.
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Upper Limits
(2 854 135)

Slew 
Upper Limits

Pointed 
Upper Limits

Not Constraining 
(2 641 094)

Constraining 
(213 041)

2 033 981 820 154

2 028 792 612 302

5 189

207 852

Fig. 9. Statistics for the 2 854 135 RapidXMM upper limits on multi-
instruments sources in the 4XMM DR11 MOC. These combine the
three EPIC instruments, and are 0.2–12 keV flux 3σ upper limits. An
upper limit is considered constraining if it is lower than the lowest flux
value of the corresponding multi-instrument source. Most upper limits
are from the slews of the catalog, although these are seldom constrain-
ing.

Currently the new XMM-Newton observations follow a 1-
year proprietary period for non-Heritage data during which the
data are only available to the P.I. of the corresponding XMM-
Newton proposal (see the XMM-Newton Announcement of Op-
portunity2 for more details). If a transient event was to take place
serendipitously within the field of view, and the P.I. failed to
detect and identify it, this proprietary period means that any
later identification and follow-up processes would take place
more than a year after the initial detection. This entails a loss
of most of the valuable early-time physical information which
could have been gathered if the transient had been immediately
detected. For this purpose, we have developed the "Search for
Transient Objects in New detections using Known Sources" al-
gorithm (STONKS).

The suggested framework of STONKS is as follows. Once
the XMM-Newton observational data have been downloaded
from the satellite, they go through an automatic processing and
source-detection pipeline. As part of the ACDS pipeline, the
EPIC summary source list could then be provided to STONKS,
in order to check for long-term variability. This would automat-
ically generate a PDF file for each alert in the field of view. This
file can be sent to the P.I. of the observation, as part of the PPS
2 https://xmm-tools.cosmos.esa.int/external/xmm_user_support/
documentation/AOpolicy/Policies_Procedures.pdf
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Fig. 10. Comparison between the RapidXMM 3σ 0.2-12 keV flux upper
limits, and the corresponding XMM-Newton stacked 0.2–12 keV flux
detections. The black line shows a one-to-one behavior, and the dashed
black lines show a departure by a factor of three from this behavior.

products. Additionally, at this point, the pipeline products are
checked manually by an XMM-Newton scientist (e.g., Watson
et al. 2009) – we suggest that the alerts are also checked by the
XMM-Newton scientist, who will then validate them. After vali-
dation, they will be uploaded to a database hosted at IRAP. If the
P.I. expressed their agreement and the source is serendipitous,
the alerts are then made available on a public web service.

The suggested workflow that would be then followed by each
detection is presented in Fig. 12. The new detections would be
filtered based on their quality criteria. To be more precise, we
require the extent likelihood to be below 6 (to keep only point-
like sources), and the detection likelihood to be over 10 (∼ 4σ) in
all EPIC instruments for which the source is in the field of view
in order to retain the most reliable sources. Indeed, after initial
testing we found that detections for which some instruments had
low detection likelihoods but other instruments had sufficient
detection likelihood tended to be dominated by spurious detec-
tions and instrumental effects. The remaining clean detections
would then be first cross-matched with the archival multi-catalog
sources, using the 3σ position error, and the same ambiguity-
solving framework as was used when building the catalog. If the
ambiguity cannot be lifted, we cannot safely confirm any long-
term variability, so the process stops at this stage. Otherwise,
there are two situations: either the source is new and does not
match any of the archival sources, in which case the previous
possible upper limits would be computed by calling RapidXMM
on the source’s position, and a 10" Simbad cross-match per-
formed using the astroquery package (Ginsburg et al. 2019). If
the source matches the archival catalog without ambiguity (or if
this ambiguity is solvable), then the new detection can be added
to the multi-catalog source’s history. For both cases, STONKS
would then assess the new long-term variability of the source,
given this new information. If the multi-catalog source, with the
added detection, is overall variable with a pessimistic variability
amplitude over five (as was defined in Eq. 4), a variability alert
associated with the detection would be raised.

The output would be presented in the form of a PDF file, with
four panels (see examples in Fig. C.2 to Fig. C.8). The first con-
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Fig. 11. Illustration of the long-term X-ray variability revealed by our method. Left panel: Distribution of the variability for the multi-instrument
sources, including the XMM-Newton upper limits. We only show sources consistent with being variable (i.e., Varnew>1, on the right of the vertical
dotted line). The vertical dashed line shows the arbitrary limit for what we consider as significant variability (i.e., pessimistic amplitude above 5).
Out of the ∼135 000 sources with Varnew>1, only ∼16 000 have Varnew>5. Right panel: Distribution of improvement of variability between all the
initial single-catalog sources for which a variability estimate was available, and the final multi-instrument source. The vertical dotted line signifies
the limit between single-catalog sources for which the new variability is larger than the prior estimate (∼49 000 sources out of ∼95 000), and the
ones where the new method does not improve the variability estimate (∼46 000).
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Fig. 12. Schematic representation of the workflow of STONKS on a given new XMM-Newton detection. The main differences in treatment arise
from the result of the cross-match with the archival multi-instrument catalog. A detection is considered "variable" if the associated multi-instrument
source (called "MasterSource" here) has a long-term variability larger than five, as defined in 4.

tains the long-term multi-instrument light curve, including upper
limits, extrapolated to the 0.1–12 keV band. The second panel
contains the band photometry of each detection, allowing us to
assess spectral variability in the source, or spurious flux variabil-
ity due to extreme softness or hardness of the source (see Sect.
2.2). The third panel contains a 2’×2’ optical image of the source
from the Digital Sky Survey (Lasker et al. 1996), queried us-
ing the astroquery package. Finally, the fourth panel contains
details about the observation itself (observation identifier, date,
name of the target), about the detection (identifier of the detec-
tion in the observation, position and position error, off-axis an-
gle and detection likelihoods in the three EPIC instruments), and
about the associated multi-catalog source (type of alert, long-
term and short-term variability, and SIMBAD classification if
the source was already known). There are four possible types of
alerts:

– "High-flux state" if the new detection is the brightest histor-
ical state of the multi-catalog source;

– "Low-flux state" if it is the lowest historical state (including
lower than past XMM-Newton upper limits);

– "First-detection" if this is the first time the source is detected,
with prior upper limits being constraining. This is technically
similar to "High Flux State", but might be more sensitive to
spurious detections, hence the separate category;

– "Past-variability" in the case where the new detection is
between the brightest and dimmest historical states of the
multi-catalog source and this source has shown variability in
the past.

Finally, we added a warning regarding the spectral assumption.
This warning is raised if any of the detections of the source (in-
cluding the new detection) have a spectral hardness that falls into
the 10% hardest or softest detections of its respective catalogs.
This could potentially mean that the variability is mis-estimated.
The corresponding thresholds are presented in Table B.1. Vari-
ous examples of serendipitous alerts are available in Sect. C.2.
The precise format of the alert PDF file is of course subject
to change, depending on the various feedbacks from the XMM-
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Newton scientists and the community, once the service is opera-
tional.

We recommend the alert would then be returned to the XMM-
Newton scientist for manual screening – this would expand the
screener’s task, but the expected number of alerts is reasonably
low (see Sect. 3.2). Alerts that are not spurious could then be
shared using one of the standard community mechanisms. We
also intend to upload the alerts as a JSON file to a database
hosted at IRAP, that would then be displayed on a publicly avail-
able web service (the precise details for this service; for in-
stance: a possible notification system, are yet to be determined).
STONKS is currently publicly available through a REST API 3

which takes a XMM-Newton EPIC observation source list as an
input (POST request) and returns a tarball with all the PDF cor-
responding the detected variability. The service can be connected
either from a WEB page or through clients such as CURL.

3.2. Testing

To assess the validity of our method, we simulated the behav-
ior of the alert system over archival XMM-Newton data. We ran
STONKS on the 483 observations from 2021 for which the ob-
serving mode allows us to observe serendipitous sources, check-
ing variability for 12 584 detections, leading to 315 individual
alerts (alert rate of ∼ 2.5% among all the detections). The vari-
ous statistics of these alerts are represented in Fig. C.1.

The evolution of the resulting daily alert rate over the testing
run can be seen in Fig. 13, with a daily rate of 0.7+0.7

−0.5 alerts per
day. The standard deviation of this daily rate is quite large, as
the number of alerts in a given observation is highly dependent
on the specific targeted field of view (e.g., the Galactic center is
rich in transients).

Out of these 315 alerts, 53 were the target of the observa-
tion, while 262 were serendipitous sources. Since the idea be-
hind STONKS is to detect previously unknown transient events,
this large fraction (∼ 80%) of serendipitous alerts is encourag-
ing. Even for the target of the observation, an assessment of the
long-term variability might be useful for the P.I. of the observa-
tion.

Among the 315 alerts, about 40% were linked to past vari-
ability events (138), the remaining three categories being about
evenly distributed (68 "low-flux state" alerts, 52 "high-flux state"
alerts, and 57 "first-detection" alerts). Overall, the target sources
have a slightly higher fraction of "past-variability" alerts (28 out
of 53) than the serendipitous sources (110 out of 262). This dif-
ference is mainly driven by the much larger fraction of "high-
flux state" and "first-detection" alerts for serendipitous sources
– this is expected for serendipitous transients happening in the
field of view. Seven "first-detection" alerts were sent for targets
of an observation, showing two limitations of our method. For
four of these alerts, they were linked to a high proper motion
object (in this case the M dwarf CN Leo): since our matching
methods and upper limit computation work is based on a fixed
sky position, high proper motion objects will naturally lead to
spurious transient alerts. Correcting this issue would require re-
trieving the proper motions of the sources in and near the field
of view, and compensating it in the various position-dependent
steps of our algorithms, which is beyond the scope of our ap-
proach. The three remaining alerts were linked to a new TDE
detected by eROSITA (eRASSt J045650.3-203750, e.g., Malyali
et al. 2023, Liu et al. 2023). While it is reassuring to trigger an
alert on a TDE in the field of view, the fact that three alerts were

3 https://xcatdb.unistra.fr/stonks/

sent out for the same object is due to the fact that STONKS does
not update its archival database on new detections. This is meant
to avoid spurious detections contaminating the catalog before
they are filtered out by manual screening. However, it will lead
to multiple alerts being sent out in the case where the source was
detected several times since the last data release of the catalogs.
This also prevents the detection of variability between two ob-
servations of a given data release. This precise approach might
be subject to change in ulterior versions of STONKS, with for
instance the inclusion of detections from the same data release
(after manual screening), with an additional warning about them.

Using the 10" cross-match with Simbad, we retrieve classi-
fication for a fraction of the alerts (113 out of 315 – see Fig.
C.1). Out of these, 30 correspond to X-ray binaries, 36 to stellar
objects, and 47 to galaxies or AGNs. For the remaining alerts,
63 do not have a specific classification in Simbad, which usually
indicates that they are part of a large scale catalog (e.g., "X-ray
source", as part of a X-ray telescope catalog with no individual
classification). For 139 alerts, they are not at all in Simbad –
manual inspection indicates that these are mostly stellar objects.
Almost all alerts corresponding to first detections (i.e., using past
upper limits) have no Simbad counterpart.

Out of the 315 alerts, the contamination rate is estimated af-
ter manual screening to be below 20%. These errors are driven
by high proper motion objects, instrumental errors, and more fre-
quently failures of the spectral assumption (as explained in Sect.
2.2). The false alert rate of ∼ 0.6% presented in Sect. 2.2 can be
compared to the ∼ 2.5% total alert rate per detection we obtained
on the 2021 data, confirming the estimated ∼ 20% contamina-
tion. While it is difficult to avoid these issues in our pipeline,
the output alert was designed to help manually identify these
possibilities. The second panel, showing the band photometry of
each X-ray detection, allows us to roughly compare their corre-
sponding spectra and see if they are compatible, despite the flux
estimates showing variability. This can be seen for instance in
the spurious alert in Fig. C.2: the source being quite hard, the
extrapolation between instruments will introduce a bias in the
flux estimates, but the spectra are clearly compatible. It is then
straight-forward to discard this alert. For the high proper motion
objects, the optical view provided in the third panel can allow us
to see these objects, as a bright nearby star will appear slightly
off-centered from the targeted position. A proper manual screen-
ing needs to be performed in order to confidently remove these
alerts. Finally, the instrumental errors and spurious detections
are hard to exclude in a catalog-oriented approach. Since these
alerts will be dealt manually, it will be possible to discard those
corresponding to manually flagged spurious detections.

3.3. Some variable sources found during the testing run

The idea behind STONKS is to allow us the community to
quickly detect X-ray serendipitous transient objects, and follow
up on them if relevant. We show in this Section a (somewhat
arbitrary) selection of some variable objects found in the 2021
test run of STONKS. These include a possible TDE candidate,
AGNs with long-term or short-term (i.e., over the course of a sin-
gle observation) spectral variability, a flaring star and new XRB
and ULX candidates.

For each of these sources, we used the EPIC pn data when
available, and the MOS data otherwise. We performed the stan-
dard procedure from the XMM-Newton data analysis threads4,

4 https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/xmm-newton/sas-threads
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Fig. 13. Daily alert rate computed on a weekly average. The envelope
corresponds to the standard deviation of this daily rate over each week.
The dashed and dotted lines correspond to the yearly median and 1σ
errors on the rate of 0.7+0.7

−0.5 alerts per day. The large peak at the end
of March corresponds to a set of several consecutives observations of
Sgr A*, simultaneous to GRAVITY exposures – the Galactic center is
particularly rich in X-ray transient events, either stellar flares or bursts
from X-ray binaries.

using SAS 19.0.05 and Xspec (Arnaud 1996) for the spectral fit-
ting.

3.3.1. 4XMM J151509.5+561347: TDE or flaring AGN?

4XMM J151509.5+561347 showed a soft outburst in August
2021 (ObsID 0891801501), with a variability of a factor > 13
compared to previous upper limits (see the alert C.3). Its op-
tical counterpart (SDSS J151509.61+561347.3) is classified as
a galaxy (Ahumada et al. 2020), with a photometric redshift
of 0.33±0.09. The nearby galaxy, SDSS J151510.27+561344.7,
is brighter and has a spectroscopic redshift of 0.16. Using the
photometric redshift of 0.33±0.09, the peak flux value of ∼
(7 ± 1) × 10−13 erg s−1 cm−2 translates into a luminosity of
2.5+2.5
−1.5 × 1044 erg s−1. This type of luminosity can be reached

by both high accretion episodes in AGN or bright TDEs at their
peak. The soft emission is consistent with both as well, however
the spectrum (see Fig. C.9) is better explained by an absorbed
powerlaw (χ2/DoF = 24.5/18, Γ = 2.7 ± 0.4) than by an ab-
sorbed black body (χ2/DoF = 75/18, kBT = 173 ± 8 eV). It is
hard to clearly discriminate between these two possiblities based
on the spectral shape only. Ideally, a timely X-ray and / or op-
tical follow-up would have allowed us to assess the presence of
either AGN of TDE emission, based on the spectral-timing prop-
erties of the emission after the peak (e.g., a ∝ t−5/3 decay over a
few months for a TDE, compared to the red noise expected in an
AGN).

3.3.2. 4XMM J000532.8+200717: a quasar with variable
photon-index

4XMM J000532.8+200717 is a quasar at z = 0.119 (Caccianiga
et al. 2008) that showed a significant long-term spectral variabil-
ity over the 20 years of available X-ray data (see alert Fig. C.4).

5 ”Users Guide to the XMM-Newton Science Analysis System”, Issue
18.0, 2023 (ESA: XMMNewton SOC)

It underwent an episode of high emission in the late 2000s, with
noticeable Swift variability of about an order of magnitude (be-
tween luminosities of ∼ 1043 to ∼ 1044 erg s−1). It is noticeably
harder at the peak than in quiescence (see Fig. C.10). The peak
spectrum is consistent with an intrinsically absorbed power law
(NPeak

H = (1.0 ± 0.5) × 1020 cm−2 and ΓPeak = 3.2 ± 0.1), with a
much softer photon index in the low state and consistent intrinsic
absorption (NLow

H = (5 ± 3) × 1020 cm−2, and ΓLow = 5.2 ± 0.6).
This change is further confirmed by the fact that freezing the
photon index at the peak value and fitting only the normaliza-
tion and absorption on the low state significantly worsens the fit
statistics, from χ2/DoF=30/17 to 52/18.

3.3.3. 4XMM J053231.0+170504: a typical stellar flare

4XMM J053231.0+170504 is a star (TYC 1301-1536-1, from
Høg et al. 2000) that showed significant X-ray variability by a
factor ∼ 6 between two XMM-Newton observations two years
apart (see Fig. C.5). Its long-term variability is in fact a con-
sequence of the large short-term flare it underwent during the
second XMM-Newton observation, which has an impact on the
observation-averaged flux (see Fig. C.11). Such X-ray flares, of
amplitude ∼ 5 and timescale ∼ 2 ks, are expected from active
stars (e.g., Benz & Güdel 2010).

3.3.4. 4XMM J000532.8+200717: Quasar with variable
photon-index

4XMM J000532.8+200717 is a quasar at z = 0.119 (Caccianiga
et al. 2008) that showed a significant long-term spectral variabil-
ity over the 20 years of available X-ray data (see alert Fig. C.4).
It underwent an episode of high emission in the late 2000s, with
noticeable Swift variability of about an order of magnitude (be-
tween luminosities of ∼ 1043 to ∼ 1044 erg s−1). It is noticeably
harder at the peak than in quiescence (see Fig. C.10). The peak
spectrum is consistent with an intrinsically absorbed power law
(NPeak

H = (1.0 ± 0.5) × 1020 cm−2 and ΓPeak = 3.2 ± 0.1), with a
much softer photon index in the low state and consistent intrinsic
absorption (NLow

H = (5 ± 3) × 1020 cm−2, and ΓLow = 5.2 ± 0.6).
This change is further confirmed by the fact that freezing the
photon index at the peak value and fitting only the normaliza-
tion and absorption on the low state significantly worsens the fit
statistics, from χ2/DoF=30/17 to 52/18.

3.3.5. 4XMM J081909.2+703928: Possibly misclassified ULX
candidate

4XMM J081909.2+703928 is a hard X-ray source, appearing in
the outskirsts of the dwarf galaxy Holmberg II. It showed large
variability over the 20 years of available X-ray data, by a factor
of about 300 over short timescales (∼days, see alert in Fig. C.6).
It is part of the NuSTAR hard X-ray sources catalog (Zappacosta
et al. 2018), and an optical spectral follow-up for this study as-
sessed a redshift of z=1.27, thus making this source an AGN
candidate (even blazar candidate, with corresponding variability
and lack of spectral change, and peak Swift luminosity of ∼ 1046

erg s−1). However, the optical counterpart to this source is ex-
tremely dim, not even visible in the PanSTARRs survey, mean-
ing that the initial redshift estimate is most likely spurious. The
absence of an optical counterpart also excludes the blazar inter-
pretation, which should be bright in optical light as well, seeing
as there is no sign of absorption in the X-ray spectrum (see next
paragraph).
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Ignoring the pre-existing redshift estimate, another possibil-
ity is that the source is in the periphery of Holmberg II, and
not a background source. This could be strengthened by the
presence of a faint UV detection in the XMM-Newton Optical
Monitor (XMMOM J081909.2+703929, with a UVW1 flux of
∼ 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2 Å−1), without optical counterpart, which
could correspond to a faint star cluster. Assuming it is located at
the same distance as Holmberg II (i.e., 3.39 Mpc, Karachentsev
et al. 2002), the luminosities range from 1037 up to ∼ 3 × 1039

erg s−1, which is consistent with high-luminosity episodes of an
X-ray binary, even reaching ULX-levels of luminosity. The spec-
trum of a high luminosity episode, for the observation that trig-
gered the alert (ObsID 0864550401) is better fitted by an unab-
sorbed dual component powerlaw and black body than by a sim-
ple unabsorbed powerlaw (χ2/DoF of 37/31 compared to 65/33),
as is shown in Fig. C.12. Such a double component spectrum is
characteristic of ULXs and X-ray binaries (e.g., Koliopanos et al.
2017), and less likely for blazars which are in most cases well-
fitted by a single powerlaw component. This tends to support
the idea that this source has been misclassified as a background
AGN, and is in fact a possible candidate ULX (or at least X-ray
binary) in the outskirts of Holmberg II.

3.3.6. 4XMM J013650.6+154011: New candidate XRB

4XMM J013650.6+154011 showed alternating episodes of ac-
tivity and quiescence over the 20 years of archival data (see alert
Fig. C.7. It displayed variability by a factor ∼ 10 on timescales
of a few days to a few weeks. This variability was mostly caught
by Swift and Chandra, making any spectral conclusion diffi-
cult. Its faint optical counterpart (SDSS J013650.65+154011.3,
AB magnitude in the SDSS r band of 20.8), combined with
the timescales and amplitude of variability, supports the inter-
pretation of an X-ray binary. This is further confirmed by the
peak spectrum, from the observation that triggered the alert (Ob-
sID 0864270101), which is consistent with an absorbed dou-
ble component emission with a powerlaw and a black body
(NH = 6.4+4.5

−3.7 × 1021 cm−2, Γ = 6.0 ± 3.0, kbT = 0.66+0.19
−0.13

keV, χ2/DoF = 32/32, see Fig. C.13), which is typical of X-ray
binaries. The other interpretation for such variability would be
a blazar, which would have a brighter optical counterpart and is
thus excluded.

3.3.7. 4XMM J023228.8+202349: Short-term variable
absorbed AGN

4XMM J023228.8+202349 is a hard source showing vari-
ability by a factor of ∼10 over timescales of a few days
(see alert in Fig. C.8). It is part of the NuSTAR serendipi-
tous catalog as well (Zappacosta et al. 2018), that identified
its optical counterpart as a broad-line galaxy at z = 0.029.
The source, in the three available observations, is well fitted
with a power law and ionized absorber and a reflection fea-
ture (TBabs*zxipcf*(zgauss+relxilllp)). The brightest
XMM-Newton observation, which triggered the alert, is short-
term variable as well. The EPIC MOS2 lightcurves can be seen
in Fig. 14, in several energy bands. There is no difference in the
evolution of the soft (<2 keV) and hard (>2 keV) bands, meaning
that the change is not in absorption but in the normalization of
the power law. The cross-correlation between the soft and hard
bands reveals that the soft emission lags slightly (∼ 0.8 ± 0.3
ks) behind the hard emission (see Fig. C.15). This lag is consis-
tent with the reflection of the hard X-ray corona, which is also
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Fig. 14. EPIC MOS2 lightcurves of 4XMM J023228.8+202349 (ObsID
0810821801), binned at 2ks. The soft (0.3–2 keV) and hard (2–7 keV)
emission evolve in a similar way, meaning that the change is not due
to absorption (which would impact more significantly on the soft emis-
sion) but is intrinsic to the powerlaw component. A slight ∼1ks lag is
visible between the soft and hard emission.

confirmed by the spectrum which contains a reflection compo-
nent (see Fig. C.14). Assuming a constant height of the corona
h for the relxilllp component, we find that h = 5.6 ± 1.8 rg.
The main changes between the observations are the norm of the
power law from 7 × 10−5 to 9 × 10−6 and the column density
from (0.38 ± 0.12) × 1022 cm−2 to (6.5 ± 2.5) × 1022 cm−2. The
lag of ∼ 0.8±0.3 ks is indicative of a size of (2.4±0.9)×1011m.
Assuming this size is the corona-disk distance, namely, ∼ h, we
find rg ≈ 0.4+0.4

−0.2 × 1011m, namely, MBH ≈ 2.7+2.7
−1.3 × 107M⊙.

4. Discussion

4.1. Implementation in the XMM-Newton pipeline and alert
dissemination

STONKS is designed to automatically search for transients in
XMM-Newton EPIC data and can be used to find them in quasi-
real time if run at the time of the automatic pipeline processing.
These alerts can then be shared with the P.I. of the observation,
and with the community, in order to ensure that no transient
is overlooked. In essence, it is the XMM-Newton equivalent to
the newly implemented transient detector for the Swift pipeline
(Evans et al. 2023). Another future possibility for making use of
these alerts is to create synergies with data brokers for the Vera
C. Rubin Observatory, such as Fink (Möller et al. 2021).

4.2. Main limitations and expected results

As explained in Sect. 3.2, the main limitations of our method
are (in decreasing order based on the contamination rate) the
failure of the spectral extrapolation assumption in the case of
very hard or very soft sources, the presence of instrumental er-
rors and spurious detections, and high proper motion objects for
which astrometry-based matching is not straight forward. These
issues can be mitigated by manual screening of the produced
alert files. Our bayesian cross-match method was successful in
avoiding spurious variability based on wrong associations, as no
such alert was triggered in the 2021 test run.
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The alert rate obtained from the 2021 test run is expected
to be representative of the general rate of alerts raised for tran-
sients with a variability of at least a factor 5 detected with
XMM-Newton. While these variable objects are dominated by
usual AGN variability and stellar flares, a number of more ex-
otic sources have already been detected in the test run. Only
serendipitously detected sources were presented in Sect. 3.2,
as the philosophy behind STONKS is to detect serendipitous
variable objects. However, STONKS also would have raised
alerts for some variable targeted objects, among which are
two TDE candidates – eRASSt J045650.3-203750, and 4XMM
J011104.7-455843. The fact that STONKS was able to catch
these targeted objects means that we would also have caught
them if they had been serendipitous detections, confirming the
efficiency of STONKS.

4.3. Updating the archival catalog

At the time of publication of this work, some catalogs that have
been used are already slightly outdated (for instance for XMM-
Newton by two data releases). However, it is our intention to
update regularly the archival catalog in use, in order to better
be able to detect new transient events. In particular, the inclu-
sion of the eFEDS catalog was meant as a proof-of-concept that,
once the eROSITA data from the first all-sky survey are released,
it will easily be taken into consideration for future detections.
It should theoretically provide us systematically with one data
point for comparison, for each new XMM-Newton detection – or
a possibly constraining eROSITA prior upper-limits in the case
of an absence of match between the catalogs. The similarity be-
tween the XMM-Newton and eFEDS sources in terms of flux
(see Fig. D.1) is reassuring for the future transient alerts. Ad-
ditionally, the upcoming Chandra and XMM-Newton slew data
releases of all observations after 2014, as well as regularly up-
dated versions of the Living Swift-XRT Point Sources catalog
(LSXPS, Evans et al. 2023), will also be taken into account.

4.4. Data mining the archival catalog

While the focus of this work has been on quasi-real time tran-
sient detection, the archival catalog that was built as a by-product
of our method is a goldmine for archival variability study. During
its elaboration, we have used several criteria to mine it, looking
for specific sources of interest. In particular, it allowed us to find
a new transient ultra-luminous X-ray source in NGC 7793 with
a candidate pulsation (Quintin et al. 2021), and a new candidate
source of quasi-periodic eruptions in an optically-detected TDE
(Quintin et al. 2023). Other long-term variable sources, such as
new X-ray TDE candidates, have been found in this archival cat-
alog (Quintin et al., in prep).

Our work has mostly focused on long-term X-ray variability
estimation and detection. However, others may make use of this
archival multi-instrument X-ray catalog for other purposes. For
this reason, the cross-matched catalog is made available on both
Zenodo6 and the CDS7. These files will be updated with each
new version of the archival catalog.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a new quasi-real time transient detection
system for the XMM-Newton pipeline, STONKS. The general

6 https://zenodo.org/doi/10.5281/zenodo.10634292
7 http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/

idea of STONKS is to automatically compare any new XMM-
Newton detection to our archival knowledge of the X-ray sky at
this position in order to assess the long-term variability of the
underlying X-ray source.

It required a first step of collating most available archival X-
ray data. We used the XMM-Newton pointed, slew, and stacked
catalogs, the Chandra catalog, the Swift point-like sources cat-
alog, the ROSAT survey and pointed catalogs, and finally the
eROSITA eFEDS catalog. We used relatively stringent quality
criteria in order to avoid spurious detections, and in particular
only kept point-like sources. The catalogs were then matched
together two by two at first, with ambiguous correlations being
dealt with using a Bayesian framework similar to that of NWAY
(Salvato et al. 2018). The main difference between our method
and NWAY is that, at the two-by-two matching phase, catalogs are
considered in a symmetrical way (whereas NWAY is inherently
asymmetrical, looking for the best counterpart for each source
of the primary catalog in the secondary catalog). The two-by-
two correlations are then merged in a multi-instrument catalog,
in a conservative manner by refusing any "chain-like" associa-
tion between more than two catalogs. This provided us with a
catalog of 926 753 multi-instrument sources, with 15% of them
containing information from multiple catalogs. In order to be
able to compare flux values between instruments with varying
energy bandwidth, we need to convert these instrument-specific
fluxes to a common band and, more precisely, the largest possi-
ble band using these catalogs, 0.1–12 keV. This extrapolation is
done using a fix spectral assumption (absorbed power law with
NH = 3 × 1020 cm−2 and Γ=1.7). This assumption is reasonable
for most X-ray sources, and is used in the XMM-Newton cata-
logs. We estimated the rate of false positives to be about 0.5%
of the total detections and less than ∼ 20% of the alerts, corre-
sponding to the spectrally hardest and softest sources. We then
called RapidXMM on the position of all the sources lying in the
4XMM DR11 footprint, in order to retrieve XMM-Newton EPIC
0.2–12 keV flux 3σ upper limits (even in the case of non-XMM-
Newton sources, for instance very faint Chandra sources, or
hopefully transient events). This provided us with 2.8 million
flux upper limits, out of which ∼200 000 are constraining (i.e.,
lower than the minimum multi-instrument flux).

Once this archival X-ray multi-instrument catalog was built
and XMM-Newton upper limits computed, we developed the
STONKS pipeline, which takes new detections from an XMM-
Newton observation and compares them to this catalog. The vari-
ability is defined as the pessimistic ratio between the maximum
and minimum 0.1–12 keV fluxes of the source (pessimistic in
the sense that the error bars are subtracted for the maximum and
added for the minimum). If it is above five, a variability alert
figure is built, with the long-term multi-instrument light curves,
spectra (using catalog-specific band photometry), a 2’×2’ opti-
cal view, and a summary about the source’s properties. We tested
the behavior of STONKS on 483 XMM-Newton observations
from 2021. A daily alert rate of 0.7+0.7

−0.5 alerts per day was ob-
tained, with 80% of the sources being serendipitous and 40%
not in Simbad, which is encouraging for the prospect of finding
new transient events. Some of the sources of interest were anal-
ysed, including a candidate TDE, a quasar with variable spec-
trum, a new candidate ULX and a new candidate X-ray binary,
a hard flare from an AGN and, finally, a variable AGN show-
ing ionized absorption and a reflection component in the high
state. Two confirmed TDEs that were targets of their observation
were also detected, further confirming the ability of STONKS to
find these variable objects. After manual screening, we estimated
the false alarm rate to be below 20%, mostly due to failures of
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the spectral assumption (i.e., the source is spectrally too hard or
soft). We have specifically designed the alert figure to allow us
to easily visually identify this situation as well as automatically
raising a warning, using the catalog-specific band photometry.
The STONKS alerts should be manually screened to ensure their
quality.

STONKS could provide the X-ray community with a new
ability to detect and follow up on astrophysical transients,
and possibly build synergies with future multi-wavelength tran-
sients, such as the Vera C. Rubin Observatory for instance. This
could be very useful with respect to furthering our understand-
ing of many astrophysical transient events. The archival multi-
instrument catalog is a by-product of our method, but it can have
many uses on its own. It has been made available to the com-
munityand will be kept up to date with ulterior data releases,
including the first eROSITA sky surveys.
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Appendix A: Summary of the catalog quality filters

– XMM-Newton Pointed:
1. "EP_8_DET_ML>8 & SUM_FLAG<3", which are the de-

tection likelihood and summary of quality flags, selected
to ensure a good quality detection. The condition on the
likelihood means that these detections are at a ∼ 5σ
level. The SUM_FLAG is a summary of the various detec-
tion quality flags (see details on the XMM-Newton cata-
log website8, and this value means that the detection was
cleared by the manual screening;

2. "EP_EXTENT==0" (which actually means that
EP_EXTENT <6"), allowing us to exclude detections
where the source is extended

– XMM-Newton Stacked:
1. "EP_DET_ML>8 & STACK_FLAG<3 & EXTENT==0",

same criteria as for the detection catalog;
2. "IAUNAME_4XMMDR11==Null", i.e., we only keep detec-

tions which are new and not present in the detection
4XMM DR11 catalog

– XMM-Newton Slew:
1. We used the Clean catalog, so "DET_ML>10.5" (i.e.,
∼ 6σ detection) and some sources have been manually
excluded;

2. "EXT_B8==0 | (NULL_EXT_ML_B8 & (EXT_B6==0.
| EXT_B7==0.))": we only keep point-like sources,
but as a detection can happen in any of the bands 8, 6
or 7, we only ask for the extent to be zero in the actual
detection band.

– Chandra:
1. "likelihood_class==TRUE": select only good quality

detections. This is based on a detection likelihood thresh-
old that is variable and function of the observation’s
properties, and is computed to have at most 0.1 false de-
tection per stacks of observations. Such good quality de-
tections are the ones above this threshold;

2. "name" does not end with "X" & "conf_code<256":
removes the extended sources, and the sources that lie
within the extension of another source;

3. "conf_flag==FALSE": removes detections for which
the association with a single Chandra source is ambigu-
ous, due to off-axis PSF;

4. Detections and upper limits are separated based on the
filter "flux_aper_b==0.".

– Swift:
1. We used the clean source sub-sample, so the detection

quality flag is 0 or 1, the field quality flag is 0 or 1, and
only datasets of quality flag 0 or 1 are used.

2. This catalog natively only contains sources seen as point-
like for Swift;

3. We excluded the detections where "Rate0==0.0"; while
these might naively correspond to upper limits, the
2SXPS catalog is not supposed to contain such upper
limits. These ∼1000 detections are thus considered as
spurious, and removed;

– ROSAT Survey:
1. "EXI_ML>8 & S_flag==0", to only keep good quality

detections
2. "EXT==0.", to only keep point-like sources. We also re-

moved any source closer than 10’ to a XMM-Newton
or Chandra bright extended source, as some point-like
sources for ROSAT are extended for better spatially re-
solved instruments, meaning that the source is excluded
and ulterior associations are spurious;

8 http://xmmssc.irap.omp.eu/Catalogue/4XMM-DR11/col_flags.html

– ROSAT Pointed:
1. "Qflag>=8", which is a summary flag allowing us to

exclude any extended source, located-within-extension
source, or any type of spurious detection;

2. We also removed any source closer than 10’ to a XMM-
Newton or Chandra bright extended source;

– eROSITA:
1. "DET_LIKE>8" (i.e., ∼ 5σ detection), to keep only good

quality detections;
2. "EXT==0.", exclude extended sources
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Appendix B: Energy conversion factors

Catalog Total Band Total fraction Soft band Soft threshold Hard band Hard threshold
XMM-DR11, DR11s, SL2 0.2–12 keV 0.999 0.2–2 keV <-0.42 2–12 keV >0.88

2SXPS 0.3–10 keV 0.9 0.3–2 keV <-0.4 2–10 keV >0.84
CSC2 0.5–7 keV 0.69 0.5–2 keV <-0.33 2–7 keV >0.774
eFEDS 0.2–4.5 keV 0.60 0.2–2 keV <-0.62 2–4.5 keV >0.45

RASS, WGACAT 0.1–2.4 keV 0.35 0.2–2.4 keV N/A N/A N/A
Table B.1. The various total, soft and hard energy bands of the catalogs considered in this work. For the total band, we indicate the fraction of
reference total flux (0.1–12 keV for a spectrum with Γ = 1.7 and NH = 3 × 1020 cm−2) this band contains. This allows us to calibrate the various
catalogs, assuming this underlying spectral shape. For the soft and hard bands, we show the threshold in hardness ratio above (resp. below) which
a detection is in the 10 % hardest (resp. softest) of its catalogs, which could lead to errors of factor of ∼ 2 in the flux calibration and, thus, in the
variability computation.

Appendix C: STONKS alert

Appendix C.1: Statistics
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Low Flux State
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Fig. C.1. Statistics of the test run of STONKS on a part of the 2021 XMM-Newton archive. The height of the boxes and branches are proportional
to the number of alerts – we have chosen to not display the exact numbers for the sake of readability. The main takeaways are the high fraction of
serendipitous alerts and the high fraction of sources that are either 1) not in Simbad or 2) in Simbad, but with no details on the nature of the object.
This shows the potential of STONKS to uncover new hiddent transients.
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Appendix C.2: Alerts from sources of interest from the 2021 STONKS test run
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!!! Warning: extreme spectrum might impact variability !!!

Fig. C.2. Example of spurious variability due to the hardness of the source (here, due to the amount of absorption in the host galaxy). The tiny red
dot in the middle of the DSS image (bottom left) is the 1σ positional error circle of the X-ray source.
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Fig. C.3. Example of an alert sent out by STONKS: a possible TDE candidate or a flaring AGN.
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!!! Warning: extreme spectrum might impact variability !!!

Fig. C.4. Example of an alert sent out by STONKS: a quasar with variable photon-index.
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Fig. C.5. Example of an alert sent out by STONKS: a stellar flare.
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Fig. C.6. Example of an alert sent out by STONKS: a possibly mis-classified ULX candidate.
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Fig. C.7. Example of an alert sent out by STONKS: a new candidate XRB.
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Fig. C.8. Example of an alert sent out by STONKS: a short-term variable AGN with ionized absorption.
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Appendix C.3: Spectra from sources of interest from the
2021 STONKS test run
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Fig. C.9. XMM-Newton EPIC pn spectrum of the TDE-like flare of
4XMM J151509.5+561347, with two models (absorbed powerlaw or
absorbed black body).
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Fig. C.10. XMM-Newton EPIC pn spectrum of the variable quasar
4XMM J000532.8+200717, fitted with an absorbed powerlaw model.
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Fig. C.11. XMM-Newton EPIC pn 0.2-12 keV lightcurve of the flaring
star 4XMM J053231.0+170504.
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Fig. C.12. XMM-Newton EPIC pn spectrum of 4XMM
J081909.2+703928
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Fig. C.13. XMM-Newton EPIC pn spectrum of 4XMM
J013650.6+154011
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Fig. C.14. XMM-Newton EPIC pn spectra of 4XMM
J023228.8+202349 from three different observations. The spectra
show a variable powerlaw emission, with ionized absorption and
reflection.
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Fig. C.15. Cross-correlation function of 4XMM J023228.8+202349
(ObsID 0810821801), showing the lag between the soft (0.3–2 keV)
and hard (2–7 keV) bands. The cross-correlation function corresponds
to CCF(τ) =

〈(
Fsoft(t + τ) − F̄soft

)
×

(
Fhard(t) − F̄hard

)〉
(e.g., White &

Peterson 1994). The lightcurves were binned at 300s.
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Appendix D: Flux comparison between matched catalogs
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Fig. D.1. Two-by-two flux comparisons of the various catalogs within our archival cross-matched catalog. Each flux value is the average over
all the catalog-specific detections, to avoid the bias towards variable sources being more observed. All fluxes are given in erg s−1 cm−2, after
extrapolation to the 0.1–12 keV band as explained in Sect. 2.2.
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